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Farmers face constant pressure to 
complete weather-dependent jobs 
in good time, save on inputs such as 
fertiliser, and record what’s been  
done for legislative and consumer- 
driven traceability.

Grass-Guide is a simple-to-use solution 
for grassland farmers which will help 
increase your efficiency and avoid over-
application while making your record-
keeping seamless.

Driving the field any way that suits 
you, the coverage map on the 7” tablet 
shows where you’ve been, and virtual 
field markers show where you need  
to go. 

Grass-Guide has the added feature of 
measuring the field on your headland 
pass. Finish a field and start a new one 
with our single button control panel. 
Once complete, view the job details 
overlaid on a satellite map on the free-
to-view Grass Guide Online website.

Your investment in Grass-Guide does  
not go out of date - because we use 
an app supported by an in-house 
development team, you benefit 
from routine upgrades and product 
enhancements ongoing. Supplied 
with quality, market-leading hardware 
produced by NovAtel and Samsung, 
Grass-Guide components are covered 
by a one-year manufacturer’s warranty.

GPS/Glonass Satellite Receiver
· 30cm (12 inch) pass-to-pass accuracy 

enhanced by GL1DE™ technology
· Bluetooth connectivity

Samsung Tablet with 7” Screen
· Android operating system with 8GB storage
· Rugged Bobjgear protection case
· Mounting system
· Wifi and Bluetooth connectivity

App-Base Guidance
· Free updates and enhancements
· In-house software development

· Grass-Guide automatically records all 
jobs and stores these for traceability.

· Connect your Grass-Guide tablet to  
any Wifi connection to upload data  
into the cloud.

· Using a secure individual login 
provided by Sixty-5, view all  
completed jobs, the areas covered  
and time taken to complete the  
job, at no cost.

· Label your activity and add  
custom notes.

Online

“Grass-Guide is a great job for fertiliser and spraying. It’s really easy to use, it lets  
me get fertiliser onto the silage ground when it’s bare and I can see clearly what  
I’ve done. Unlike other systems I have seen, there’s no set up at the headland  
needed, once I’m in the field I just push one button to get started. 

The automatic boundary mapping feature is really useful because it shows me  
the total area of the field and the area covered on the first run round, this gives  
me the confidence to know I have set the spreader right for the correct amount  
of fertiliser.  I would now not work without it!”

- S. McManus, Farmer, Northern Ireland


